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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part 
differsfrom the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 
Câu 1:  A. culture B. suggest C. shuttle D. drug 
Câu 2:  A. cooked B. booked C. looked D. naked 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other 
three in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 
Câu 3:  A. candidate B. precision C. habitat D. vacancy 
Câu 4:  A. effect B. deafness C. cancer D. effort 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of 
the following questions. 
Câu 5: Linh can’t go out with us to see a movie now because she’s _____meal. 

A. arranging B. making C. preparing D. keeping 
Câu 6: Personal electronic devices which distract students_____their classwork are banned in most 
school 

A. by B. through C. in D. from 
Câu 7: By the time I got into town, all of the shops there ______. 

A. was closing B. close C. will have closed D. had closed 
Câu 8: My mother said that she woukd rather _____to Hoi An than Nha Trang. 

A. to travel B. travelling C. not to travel D. travel 
Câu 9: _____one of the most beautiful forms of performance art, ballet is a combination of dance 
and mime performed to music 

A. To consider B. Considering C. Considered D. is considering 
Câu 10: The controller of the body is the _____system. Led by the brain and nerves, it allows us to 
move , talk and feel emotions. 

A. nervous B. respiratory C. circulatory D. digestive 
Câu 11: He has just bought a _____schoolbag 

A. small plastic blue B. small blue plastic C. blue small plastic D. plastic small blue 
Câu 12: Ms Mai asked me how she could_____.household chores equally in her family. 

A. make B. divide C. give D. contribute 
Câu 13: Although she is my sister, I find it hard to _____her selfishness. 

A. put up with B. catch up with C. keep up with D. come down with 
Câu 14: I’ve just taken _____football and I’m going to do a special course next month. 

A. to B. over C. up D. after 
Câu 15: Richard Byrd was ____first person in history to fly over  the North Pole. 

A. a B. the C. an D. Ø (no article) 
Câu 16: _____, she managed to hide her feelings. 

A. In case she felt jealous    B. if she would feel jealous 
C. Despite of her being jealous   D. However jealous she felt 

Câu 17: We moved to the front row _____we could hear and see better. 
A. such that B. so that C. so as D. such 

Câu 18: We _____ more pictures if we had not run out of film. 
A. had taken B. would have taken C. would take D. will take 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in 

meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Câu 19: You can download free lessons and put them in your media player or other similar mobile 
devices. Then you can listen and study anywhere because these devices are portable 
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A. affordable B. available C. feasible D. carriable 
Câu 20: To built hotels, people destroy forests. 

A. grow B. re-plant C. wipe out D. protect 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in 

meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 
Câu 21: Volunteering also means getting to meet people with a similar passion. 

A. alike B. identical C. common D. distinct 
Câu22: Language changes from decade to decade. Many expressions that were fashionable in the 
1950s were out of style in the in the 1960s 

A. trendy B. changeable C. up to date D. out of date 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to 
completeeach of the following exchanges. 
Câu 23: Frank is inviting William to go to the waterpark. 
               Frank: “What about going to the waterpark?” - William: “_____” 

A. That’s good idea. B. That’s right. C. Of course!  D. Right! Go ahead. 
Câu 24: Anne is seeing Mary off at the airport 
             Anne: “Don’t fail to look after yourself, Mary!” - Marry: “_____” 

A. Oh, I knew about that.    B. Of course, you are an adult. 
C. Thanks, I will.     D. The same to you. 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B,C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate 
the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks  
              School exams are, generally speaking, the first kind of test we take. They find out  
(25)_____ much knowledge we have gained. But do they really show how intelligent we are? After 
all, isn’t it a fact that some people who are very successful academically don’t have any common 
sense? 

          Intelligence is the speed at which we can understand and react to new situations and it is 
usually tested by logic puzzles. (26)_____scientists are now preparing advanced computer 
technology that will be able to ‘’ read’’ our brains, for the present, tests are still the most popular 
ways of measuring intelligence. 

      A person’s IQ is his intelligence (27)_____ is measured by a special test. The most common 
IQ tests are run by Mensa, an organization that was founded in England in 1946. By 1976 it had 
1,300 members in Britain. 

          Today there are 44,000 in Britain and 100,000 worldwide, (28) _____in the US. People  
taking the tests are judged in relation to an average score of 100, and those  (29)_____score over 
148 are entitled to join Mensa. This works out at 2 % of the population. 
Câu 25:  A. what B. which C. how D. why 
Câu 26:  A. Despite B. Although C. Until D. Because 
Câu 27:  A. so B. as C. that D. how 
Câu 28:  A. mainly B. highly C. enormously D. considerably 
Câu 29:  A. why B. which C. who D. whom 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate 
the correct answer to each of the questions  
 

THE MUSCLES IN OUR BODY 
Our human body is made up of many muscles. All these muscles work together to help you move. They 

form the muscle system. 650 muscles are wrapped around your bones. They basically cover the bones like a 
blanket. Muscles are fastened to the bones by tough bands. These bands are called tendons. You can see your 
tendons when you wiggle your finger. Moving your fingers back and forth makes your tendons move. 

These muscles around the bone must be told when to move. They are controlled by your thinking. If you 
want to walk, talk or smile, you send a message to the brain. Your brain picks up the message. It receives it 
and processes it. Then it sends out an electrical signal through the nerves. The nerves make connections until 
the signal reaches the proper muscle. This signal tells a muscle what it has to do. The muscle simply does 
exactly what the brain tells it to do. When you jump, hundreds of muscles work to help you do that. 

Muscles work all the time. They even work when you are fast asleep. They keep your body firm 
and strong. Therefore, it is important to be in good shape. You need to stay healthy so that your 
muscles can remain powerful too. One thing that muscles need is good food. Muscles develop when 
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they have protein. Milk, eggs, red meat, fish and beans are rich in protein. A healthy diet includes 
these food types. Muscles also need to be exercised to remain firm and toned. Regular exercise 
makes your muscles bigger, strengthens your heart and lungs and makes you more flexible. Good 
ways to exercise our walking, swimming, cycling, dancing or playing soccer. These activities 
improve your stamina. If you have good stamina, you can keep going for a long time without 
getting tired. 
Câu 30:  What does the author think about regular swimming? 

A. It is better than walking and dancing 
B. It makes you stronger and flexible 
C. It is not as good as playing soccer. 
D. It helps you to keep going for a long time without getting tired 

Câu 31:  The word “wiggle” in paragraph 1 means: 
A. spin B. move C. cross D. raise 

Câu 32:  In what order do the following happen? 
A. Processed message, electric signal, nerve connection, execution 
B. Execution, nerve connection, electric signal, processed message 
C. Execution, electric signal, nerve connection, processed message 
D. Processed message, nerve connection, electric signal, execution 

Câu 33:  What is the topic word of paragraph 1? 
A. Tendons B. Bones C. Muscles              D. The muscles system 

Câu 34:   What are two things muscles need to stay strong? 
A. Milk and eggs B. Protein and good exercise 
C. Sleep and good food D. Protein and walking 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 
correct answer to each of the questions . 
            These days, most people in Britain and the US do not wear veiy formal clothes. But 
sometimes it is important to wear the right thing. 
             Many British people don't think about clothes very much. They just like to be comfortable. 
When they go out to enjoy themselves, they can wear almost anything. At theatres, cinemas and 
concerts you can put on what you like from elegant suits and dresses to jeans and sweaters. 
Anything goes, as long as you look clean and tidy. 

        But in Britain, as well as in the US, men in offices usually wear suits and ties, and women 
wear dresses or skirts (not trousers). Doctors, lawyers and business people wear quite formal 
clothes. And in some hotels and restaurants men have to wear ties and women wear smart dresses. 

        In many years, Americans are more relaxed than British people, but they are more careful 
with their clothes. At home, or on holiday, most Americans wear informal or sporty clothes. But 
when they go out in the evening, they like to look elegant. In good hotels and restaurants, men have 
to wear jackets and ties, and women wear pretty clothes and smart hairstyles. 

 It is difficult to say exactly what people wear informal or formal in Britain and the US, 
because everyone is different. If you are not sure what to wear, watch what other people do and then 
do the same. You'll feel more relaxed if you don't look too different from everyone else. 
Câu 35:  If you visit an American friend at home in the evening, you may find that you wears 

A. pretty clothes B. formal clothes C. dirty clothes D. informal clothes 
Câu 36:  What do you think the passage is mainly about? 

A. The reason why informal clothing is popular in the UK and USA. 
B. Recent dressing habits in Great Britain and the United States. 
C. When we should wear in a formal way. 
D. Where we should wear in a formal way. 

Câu 37:  Who doesn’t usually wear suits and ties? 
A. drivers B. lawyers C. doctors D. businessmen 

Câu 38:  The word “relaxed” is closest in meaning to _____. 
A. busy B. confident C. active D. rest 

Câu 39:  The word “elegant” is closest in meaning to _____. 
A. Decent B. confident C. comfortable D. neat 

Câu 40:  If you are in a foreign country, the best way the writer suggests to you is to wear 
A. as the people there do  D. comfortable clothes 
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B. strange clothes  C. your native clothes 
Câu 41:  Many British people wear freely when they _____. 

A. work in offices B. attend meetings 
C. attend lectures D. spend their spare time 

Câu 42:  The word “they” in paragraph 4 refers to _____. 
A. women B. British people C. men D. American people 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 
correctionin each of the following questions. 
Câu 43: Quiet, my baby sleeps. Don’t wake her up 

A. up B. don’t C. sleeps D. quiet 
Câu 44: Many teenagers now prefer chatting on the computer to meet face to face. 

A. now prefer B. chatting on C. to meet D. face to face 
Câu 45: Some endangered animals such as tigers and elephants have exploited illegally for many  

years. I’m so annoyed at knowing that. 
A. endangered B. annoyed C. as D. have exploited 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to 
each of the following questions. 
Câu 46: It is regretful that they destroyed the biggest Buddhist statue. 

A. They wouldn’t have destroyed the biggest Buddhist statue. 
B. They shouldn’t have destroyed the biggest Buddhist statue. 
C. They couldn’t have destroyed the biggest Buddhist statue. 
D. They can’t have destroyed the biggest Buddhist statue. 

Câu 47: “Don’t touch the electric wires. It might be deadly.” said Steve to Mike. 
A. Steve warned Mike not to touch the wires as it might be deadly. 
B. Steve suggested that Mike not touch the electric wires as it might be deadly. 
C. Steve advised Mike not touch the electric wires as it might be deadly. 
D. Steve accused Mike of touching the electric wires as it might be deadly. 

Câu 48: If we prevent more poaching, we will save more precious species. 
A. We prevent more poaching, the more precious species we will save. 
B.  The more poaching we prevent, the fewer precious species we will save. 
C. The best poaching we prevent, the most precious species we will save. 
D.  The more poaching we prevent, the more precious species we will save. 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each 
pair of sentences in the following question 
Câu 49: He left school. Then he started computer programming. 

A. No sooner had he started computer programming than he left school 
B. Hardly had he started computer programming when he left school. 
C. No sooner had he left school than he started computer programming. 
D. After he left school, he had started computer programming. 

Câu 50: I did not see Susan off at the airport. I feel bad about it now. 
A. I wish I would see Susan off at the airport. 
B. I regret having seen Susan off at the airport. 
C. That I did not see Susan off at the airport escapes me now. 
D. If only I had seen Susan off at the airport. 
 

 
----------- HẾT ---------- 
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